Christmas Easel Card
Card: Night of Navy, Whisper White
Dies: Hometown Greetings Edgelits, Layered Circle Framelits
Hearts Come Home stamps
Ink: Night of Navy
Glitter

1. Create the card base using Navy card
measuring 4” x 7 ½”
2. Score along long side (7 1/2”) at 3 ¾” and 5 ½”
3. Fold and burnish score lines and add double sided tape to bottom
panel only on card front
4. Glue a piece of Navy card measuring 4” x 3 ¾” to the bottom
panel of the card front to create easel
5. Die cut a circle using Whisper White card and Layered Circle
Framelits, to create a moon then stamp Santa sleigh using Black
ink and sprinkle with fine glitter immediately, glitter will stick to
the wet ink. Wink of Stella brush would work for this also. Glue
circle to Navy panel on card base close to the top of the card
6. Use a glue pen to dot around the moon and add glitter to create
a starry night sky
7. Take a piece of white card measuring 4” x 2 ¼” rip along the long
edge to create hills, add glue and glitter to the ripped edge, this
layer is glued flat on card front to create hills and depth
8. Die cut Hearts Come Home strip and trim to fit card front.
Attach to card front using foam pads
9. Apply a fine line of glue to roof tops and along front of card,
sprinkle with fine glitter and leave to dry
10.For the inside of the card - glue the white card measuring
3 ¾” x 3 ½” inside the card
11. Then stamp a sentiment on a strip of white card 2 ¾” x 7/8” and
layer on navy card measuring 2-7/8” x 1” using foam pads,
12.Position the sentiment on the inside of the card, on foam pads,
centred and near the bottom to act as a stopper for the easel
Instructions provided by I Create Craft for personal use only
http://www.stampinup.net/esuite/home/icreatecraft
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This is useful to pop in with the card so the
recipient can correctly fold the card for display
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